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Many authors have discussed the existence of a periodic solution of a 
periodic system of differential equations under the assumption that the 
system has a bounded solution which has some kind of stability. LaSalle [Z] 
has discussed a more general case by considering an asymptotic stability 
property of motions. Hale [2] and the author [3] have discussed the existence 
of a periodic solution of functional-differential equations (more generally, 
the existence of an almost periodic solution) under the assumption that the 
system has a bounded solution which is uniformly asymptotically stable in 
the large by applying Liapunov’s second method. Jones [4] also has discussed 
the existence of a periodic solution by assuming that a set has an asymptotic 
stability property in some sense. 
Recently, Sell [5] has shown the existence of a periodic solution of a 
periodic system of period w under the assumption that the system has a 
bounded solution which is uniformly asymptotically stable or uniformly 
asymptotically stable in the large. However, Sell’s definition of uniform 
asymptotic stability differs from the usual one. (See [a). His type of stability 
is weaker than the uniform asymptotic stability in the usual sense and it is 
stronger than the asymptotic stability. Actually, as is seen below, it is also 
stronger than the equiasymptotic stability. Sell shows that there exists a 
periodic solution of period KW for some integer K > 1. 
In this paper, we shall show that Sell’s concept is stronger than the 
equiasymptotic stability and that for a periodic system Sell’s concept for 
uniform asymptotic stability of a bounded solution is equivalent to the 
usual concept, and consequently we have a periodic solution of period w 
under the assumption that a bounded solution is uniformly asymptotically 




stable in the large. Here, it should be noticed that there does not necessarily 
exist a periodic solution of period w under the assumption that a bounded 
solution is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
1. UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY IN THE LARGE 
Consider a system of differential equations 
2 = qt, x). (1) 
Denoting by I the interval 0 < t < co and letting Rn be the Euclidean n 
space, we assume that F(t, X) in (1) is defined and continuous on I x Rn, 
and we shall denote by ~(t; x 0 , t,) a solution of (1) through the point 
(to, x,,) and denote by 11 Y 11 the norm of x in Rn. 
Sell gives the following definitions: 
(a) A given solution C(t) of (1) is said to be uniformly stable, if for every 
E > 0 there exists a 8(c) > 0 such that if t, E I and 11 x,, - $(t,,)ll < 8(c), 
then II x(t; x0 , t,) - $(t)/l < E for all t > t, . This is the usual definition. 
(b) A given solution 4(t) of (1) is said to be uniformly asymptotically 
stable, if it is uniformly stable and, in addition, there is a 6, > 0 such that if 
to ~1 and II x0 - #(t,)ll < 6, , then (I ~(t; x,, , t,,) - +(t)lj -+ 0 as t -+ co. 
(c) A given solution 4(t) of (1) is said to be uniformly asymptotically 
stable in the large, if it is uniformly stable and for every to ~1 and every 
x0 E Rn, we have 11 ~(t; x,, , t,) - 4(t)\] + 0 as t + co. 
Actually, this stability is weaker than the usual one, as the following 
simple example shows. The zero solution of the scalar linear equation 
dx x 
z= -pi (2) 
is uniformly stable and is uniformly asymptotically stable in the large in 
the sense of Sell, but it is not uniformly asymptotically stable in the large 
in the usual sense. In fact, the zero solution of (2) is equiasymptotically 
stable in the large. 
First of all, we shall show that definition (c) implies the equiasymptotic 
stability in the large. We assume that a solution 4(t) of (1) defined on 
0 < t < co is uniformly asymptotically stable in the large in the sense of 
Sell, that is, we assume the following: 
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(i) For any E > 0, there exists a S(E) > 0 such that if to ~1 and 
II x0 - Wo)ll < a(~), then 
II x(t; x0 1 to) - b(t)li < fz for all t > to . 
(ii) Every solution of (1) approaches 4(t) as t + 03. 
THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions (i) and (ii), the soZution 4(t) is 
equiasymptotically stable in the large. Namely, for any E > 0, any (Y > 0 
and to E Z there exists a T(t, , 6, a) > 0 such that [f Ij x0 -- #to)11 < a, then 
II X(C x0 > to) -WI < E foY all t > to + T(t, , E, LX). 
Proof. Since d(t) is uniformly stable, d(t) is stable. Suppose that d(t) is not 
equiasymptotically stable in the large. Then, there exist some E > 0, to , cx > 0 
and sequences {x~} and {tk} such that tk + CO as K + CO and II xk - +(t,)ll < OL 
and that 
II #k ; Xk I to) - 9wll 2 E. (3) 
On any compact interval [to, to + N], the sequence [x(t; xk, to)] is 
uniformly bounded and equicontinuous, and hence, we can find a solution 
x(t; f, , to) of (1) defined for all t 3 to, where II 5 - +(t,)ll < CY, and more- 
over a subsequence of [x(t; xx , to)] tends to x(t; 2, , to) uniformly on any 
compact interval. 
From the assumption (ii), it follows that at some tl 
II x(t, ; zo 9 to> - dk)ll < 434, (4) 
where 6(c) is the one for uniform stability. Denoting by [x(t; xk , to)] the 
subsequence again, if K is sufficiently large, we have 
11 X(t, ; xk , tO) - X(t, ; $0 , tO)ll < @(+ 
From this and (4), it follows that /I x(tI ; xk , to) - 4(t,)ll < S(E). Hence, by 
uniform stability of d(t), we have 
I/ x(t; xk , tO) - +(t)ll < c for all t > tl , 
which contradicts (3). This proves the theorem. 
In the periodic system 
dr 
dt = WY), G(t, 0) = 0, G(t + w, Y) = W, Y), 
it is well known that if the zero solution is asymptotically stable in the large, 
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then it is uniformly asymptotically stable in the large (cf. [a). If the system 
(1) is periodic in t and 4(t) is bounded, by setting x = y + d(t), we have 
2 = F[4Y + WI - FL4 WI, (5) 
and if d(t) satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii), the zero solution of (5) is 
asymptotically stable in the large. However, the uniform asymptotic stability 
does not follow immediately, because the system (5) is not necessarily 
periodic in t. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the system (1) is periodic in t of period w and 
has a bounded solution 4(t) which satisjies the conditions (i) and (ii). Then, 
the solution 4(t) is uniformly asymptotically stable in the large (in the usual 
sense). 
Proof. Let B > 0 be such that I] 4(t)jl < B for all t > 0. Since ]j $(t)ll < B 
and 4(t) is equiasymptotically stable in the large by Theorem 1, we can see 
that the solutions of (1) are equibounded. This implies that the solutions 
of (1) are uniformly bounded (see Theorem 9.2 in [6j), because the system 
is periodic. Therefore, for any 01 > 0 and to EI we can find a p(a) > 0 
such that if )I x,, - 4(t,)lI < 01, then I/ x(t; x0, to) - +(t)ll < ,6(m) for all 
t 3 to . By the assumption, 4(t) is uniformly stable. Therefore, it is sufficient 
to show that for any E > 0 and 01 > 0, there exists a T(E, a) > 0 such that if 
II x0 -+(t,)lI < 01) then II 4t; x0, o t ) - C(t)/1 < E for all t > to + T(E, LX). 
Given 01 > 0, if 0 < to < w and [I x0 -y3(to)ll < 2B + OL, then 
II x(w; x0 > to) - #(~)[l < /3(2B + CY). By the equiasymptotic stability in the 
large, there exists a T1(w, l /2, a) > 0 such that if I] x0 - +(w)ll < p(2B + a), 
then ]I x(t; x0 , W) - $(t)ll < e/2 for all t 3 w + T1(w, e/2, a). Now consider 
a solution x(t; x0 , to) such that II x0 - +(to)ll < 01 and kw < to < (K + 1) w, 
where k = 0, 1,2 ,... . Since the system (1) is periodic in t of period w, 
we have 
x(t; x0, to) = x(t - hw; x0 ( to - hw), t > to. (6) 
Moreover, $(t + kw) also is a solution of (1) such that x = $(kw) at t = 0, 
which we shall denote by +[t; ~$(kw), 01. Then, clearly from the bound on 
II r)(t)// we obtain 
II $1~; Ww), 01 - #w)ll G W<WB + 41, 
and hence, we have 
II dJ[C Gw), 01 - Wll -=c 42 for all t > w + T1(w, 42, LX). (7) 
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Since I] x(t, ; x,, , to) - $(tJj < 01 and $(to) = $[t,, - KU; +(Kw), 01, it 
follows from (6) that 
which implies that )I x(to - kw; x0 , to - KU) - $(to - Izw)ll < 2B + 01, 
because 11 $[to - kw; $(kw), 0] - $(to - kw)(j < 2B. Therefore, since 
0 < to - kw < w, we have 
11 x(t - kw; x0 ) to - kw) -l$(t - kw)ll < E/2 
for all t > (k + 1) w + Tr(w, e/2, a). 
From (7), it follows that 
(8) 
II #[t - kw; 4&J), 01 - d(t - kw)ll < 4 
for all t > (k + 1) w + Tr(f.0, c/2, cx). (9) 
Thus, by (8) and (9) we have 
11 x(t - kw; x0 ) to - kw) - $[t - kw; r$(kw), O]ll < E 
for all t >, (k + 1) w + Tr(w, r/2, LX) 
or 
II et; x0 > to) - dO)ll < E for all t > to + T(E, a?), 
where T(c, CX) = w + Tr(w, ~12, OL), because to > kw. Thus, we see that the 
solution C(r) is uniformly asymptotically stable in the large (in the usual sense). 
2. UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY 
The following theorem can be proved by the same argument used in the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 3. If a solution d(t) of (1) defined on 0 < t < co is uniformly 
asymptotically stable in the sense of Sell, the solution C(t) is equiasymptotically 
stable. Moreprecisely, it is stable andfor any E > 0, there exists a T(t, , E) > 0 
such that if to EI and II x0 - &to)11 < 6, , then 
II e; x0 s to> - WI < E for all t > to + T(to , l ). 
THEOREM -4. Suppose that the system (1) is periodic in t of period w and 
has a bounded solution +(t) w ic h h is uniformly asymptotically stable in the sense 
of Sell. Then, the solution d(t) is unifwmly asymptotically stable (in the usual 
sense). 
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Proof. Since d(t) is uniformly stable, there exists a S$ > 0 such that if 
t,,ElandII.r, - &to)11 < S$, then II x(t; x0 , to) - d(t)11 < a,/2 for ah t >, t, , 
where 6, is the one in (b). Suppose that for this S$, +(t) is not uniformly 
asymptotically stable. Then, for some E > 0, there exist sequences {K,), {A-,~)- 
and {Q) such that kj -+ co, TV, --f CC as j + co, where kj is a positive 
integer, and that 
Since 4(t) is bounded, there exists a B > 0 such that \Iq%(k,w)ll < B. 
Therefore, there exists a subsequence {n+} of {k,} and ~#a such that mj --f co 
monotone as j -+ CO and that $(mjw) -+ do as j --+ 00. Then, there exists an 
integer p > 0 such that if j > p, then 11 $(miw) - do 11 < 6,/4. Thus for any 
j > p we have 
II&w) - Nm,w)ll < SOP. 02) 
From the inequality (10) with kj = mj and (12), it follows that 
Ii xm, - C(m,w>li --c 6,. (13) 
By Theorem 3, there exists a T(mgw, ~12) > 0 such that 
II x[t; Wwh mewI - Wll < 4 for all t > m,w + T(m,w, e/2), 
and that 
pi .4C %,, , mg.4 - C(t)11 < 4 far all t > mp + T(m,w, c/2). 
This implies that 
pi .r(t; x,,~ , m,w) - x[t; 4(mjw), m,w]ll < E for all t 2 ml,w + T(m,w, 6/2). 
(14) 
Since w is the period and Vrj , m, are integers, it follows from (14) that for 
any j Z p 
!I .r(C hj, me> - Wll < 6 for all t t mp + T&w, 42). 
Thus, there arises a contradiction, because T(m,w, o/2) depends only on E. 
This completes the proof. 
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3. EXWENCE OF A PERIOPIC SOLUTION 
Now we shall discuss the existence of a periodic solution under the 
assumptions made in the above. 
THEOREM 5. In addition to the assumptions in Theorem 2, suppose that 
every solution of the system (1) is unique for the initial value problem. Then 
there exists a periodic solution of period W, which is unsformly asymptotically 
stable in the large. 
Proof. The existence of a periodic solution p(t) of period w follows 
immediately from Corollary 2 in [Z], or from Theorem 29.3 in [6] since 
we can prove without difficulty that the solutions of (1) are uniformly 
bounded and uniformly ultimately bounded. Moreover, if the bounded 
solution 4(t) satisfies /I 4(t) < B for t 3 0, we can see that lip(t)11 < B, 
because p(t) + C(t) as t -+ 00. 
The uniform asymptotic stability of p(t) follows from Sell’s result and 
Theorem 2. However, we shall show another proof. Let x(t; x,, , to) be a 
solution such that I] x,, - p(t&j < (Y. Then, // x,, - #(t,)ll < 2B + (Y. 
From Theorem 2, it follows that there exists a T((Y, l ) > 0 such that 
II x(t; x0 3 0 t ) - #(t)ll < r/2 and II p(t) - +(t)ll < 42 for all t $ to + T(ar, E), 
which implies that ]I x(t; x0, to) - p(t)11 < E for all t > to + T(a, l ). This 
shows that the periodic solution p(t) is quasi-uniform-asymptotically stable 
in the large, and hence, p(t) is asymptotically stable in the large, because 
the solution is unique. (See p. 44 in [6j). Since the system is periodic and 
p(t) is a periodic solution of period W, p(t) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable in the large. 
Next, we shall discuss the question of the existence of a periodic solution 
of period w under the assumption that a bounded solution is uniformly 
asymptotically stable (not in the large). If, in addition to the assumptions 
in Theorem 4, we assume that every solution is unique for the initial value 
problem, the existence of a periodic solution of period KW for some integer 
K > 1 can also be proved by Brouwer’s fixed point theorem. As was noticed 
in the introduction, if we want to have a periodic solution of period w, 
we need some additional conditions. 
The following theorem is a sufficient condition which implies the existence 
of a periodic solution of period w. To make the statements imple, we shall 
state the theorem under a strong condition, though we are able to weaken 
the condition, 
THEC~RBM 6. Suppose that the system (1) is periodic in t of periad w and 
every solution is unique for the initial value problem. Moreover, suppase that 
the system (1) has a bounded solution +(t) which is uniformly asymptotically 
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stabZein thesemeofSeZZandlJ~(t)ll < BUOY allt > O.Letting S = (x; /I XII < B), 
if every solution starting from S at t = 0 is stable, there exists a periodic 
solution p(t) of period w which is uniformly asymptotically stable and sati$es 
II PWII < B. 
Proof. Let Q be the set of points x,, such that x(t; x0, 0) ---t+(t) as 
t -+ co. Since d(t) is uniformly asymptotically stable, Q n S is not empty. 
Let 5 EQ. Then, x(t; 5, 0) --f d(t) as t ---f CO, and hence, at some t, , 
II 44 ; 630) - 4(tdll < &,/Z w h ere 6, is the one in (b). From the uniqueness, 
it follows that if 5 is in a suitable neighborhood of 5, 
II & ; I, 0) - Nt, ; $3 w < 442, 
which implies that 11 x(tl ; <, 0) - q5(t,)ll < 6, , and hence x(t; $, 0) -+ b(t) 
as t + co. This shows that the set Q is open. 
Now, let 7 be a point of the boundary of Q and assume that )I 7 11 < B. 
Then, there exists a sequence {TV} such that vk -+ r] as K + co and that 
vk E Q. Let x(t; 7, 0) be the solution through (0, 7). Then, this solution 
also approaches +(t) as t -+ co. To see that, suppose that x(t; 7,O) does not 
approach d(t). Th en, we have 11 x(t; ~,0) - +(t)ll > 6, for all t > 0, because 
if for some t, , II 44 ; v,O) - d(tAll < &, , then x(t; ~~0) + d(t) as t + ~0. 
If R is sufficiently large, we have 
II e; 773 0) - e; rllc 3 O)ll < &I/2 for all t > 0 
since x(t; 7, 0) is stable. Thus, we have 
II NC rllc 9 0) - 5wll I== %/2 for all t > 0, 
which contradict that x(t; rlk, 0) + d(t) as t + CO. Thus, we see that 
II 71 I\ > B, and hence, we have S CQ. Therefore, there exists a neighborhood 
N(E, S) of S such that N(E, S) C Q. 
By the same argument used in the proof of Theorem 1, we can find a 
T(42) > 0 such that if x,, E N(E, S), then II x(t; x,, , 0) - t#(t)ll < 42 for all 
t > T(42), which implies that if x,, E N(E, S), then II x(t; x0 , O)ll < B + e/2 
for all t >, kw for some integer K > 1. Considering a continuous mapping T: 
X, + x(Kw; x,, , 0), we can find a tixed point GE N(P, S) under the mapping 
T. This implies the existence of a periodic solution p(t) of the system (1) of 
period kw. 
Since II $(t)ll < B and p(t) -+ q%(t) as t -+ co, we can see that II p(t)11 < B. 
Moreover, since p(t) is a solution of (l), so is p(t + w), because the system 
(1) is periodic of period W, and II p(t + w)ll < B implies that p(t + w) +4(t) 
as t + co. Both p(t) and p(t + W) approach 4(t) as t + co, and hence 
p(t + w) -p(t) as t -+ W. Therefore, k must be 1, that is, the system (1) 
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has a periodic solution of period W. The uniform asymptotic stability of 
the periodic solution can be easily proved. 
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